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Announcements through seers and prophets.... B.D. No. 4034

May 2nd 1947

hat I proclaim to you humans through seers and prophets must be taken seriously.... Such is My 
will,  and  if  you  want  to  comply  with  My  will  then  you  should  not  half-heartedly  and 

indifferently accept what My love gives to you. But you are indifferent if you indeed listen to My 
Word yet fail to arrange your life in line with My predictions, if you do not seriously strive for a 
change in your character and fulfil My commandment of love. With My announcements I want to 
warn you not to waste your life, I want to admonish you to still make use of the time remaining to you  
until the end, I want to stimulate your spiritual aspiration and guide all your thoughts so that you fully 
mature while you still live on earth. But if you do not take My Word, My prophesies, seriously, you 
will let all these instructions pass your ears by unheeded and My admonitions and cautions will have 
been futile. And when the hour comes that you are called away you will only be able to claim a poor 
testimony, for you will have failed on earth by not taking hold of My loving Fatherly hand when it  
was offered to you. If you have a spiritual guardian you must also unconditionally entrust yourselves 
to him for he will surely guide you in the right direction. But now, during the time of the end, I Myself 
want to be your Leader and Guardian, and if you only grant Me a little trust you truly need no longer 
take care of yourselves, neither bodily nor spiritually, for I Myself will take care of you, you only have 
to make sure that you constantly accept strength from Me which guarantees you the path towards 
ascent. And you can only receive this strength in the form of My Word. So if I give you the knowledge 
about the forthcoming event it is a very great blessing for you, for then you will have the opportunity 
to gain My affection with your right way of life, to such an extent that I will never leave you again,  
that I will take hold of you and pull you up to the pinnacle.

W
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However, I now make it a matter of specific urgency, because you don't have much more time left to 
change your souls. And this is why I come close to and call you with every revelation, with every 
proclamation, and if you recognise the Father's voice you will also respond to it, like little lost sheep 
you will pay attention to the voice of the good shepherd, you will follow His call and it will be to your 
greatest advantage. But anyone who does not take notice of My voice will hardly find contact with 
Me, and once the hour of the end has come he will  be weak and not turn his eyes heavenwards 
because he will still be far too earthbound. And this is what I want to avert from you, I want to help  
you and therefore repeatedly send to you My Word from above and with it also the reason for My 
Word,  so  that  you  take  it  ever  more  seriously,  so  that  you  listen  to  and  read  it  whenever  the 
opportunity presents itself. Believe My Word, believe that you won't have much time left until the end, 
so that you very seriously start your psychological task, so that you still receive many blessings from 
it, for the time is gravely serious and it is urgently necessary for you to try to imagine that the end will 
take you by surprise and you will not have time anymore for your actual earthly task. Listen to Me and 
believe My Word and it will always and forever fill you with strength, I Myself will be able to take  
care of you as soon as you look for Me in thought. And you will be able to master all difficulties 
because it is My will that much strength shall be sent to those who keep their faith in My might and  
love, and I will help them to progress spiritually....

Amen

Earth rotations.... Earthly tremors.... B.D. No. 4348

June 23rd 1948

or a considerable period of time already the earth has been rotating around its own axis with 
extraordinary speed. Admittedly, the constant rotations are by no means noticeable to the human 

being,  but  only  because  he  is  on  earth  and  they  can  only  be  observed  from  outside  the  earth. 
Nevertheless, changes in the cosmos are perceptible which are caused by this phenomenon. It is like a 
regular trembling which can be felt more or less faintly when the body is in a resting position and 
susceptible to the slightest movement. This phenomenon will lead to the total dissolution of Earth 
after an incredibly long period of time but will be hastened through human intervention on account of 
which the conclusion of this epoch can be traced back to human influence, even though it has been 
included from the  start  in  the  divine  plan.  The earth  would  actually  have  an  inconceivably  long 
lifespan, i.e. its existence would be guaranteed for an infinitely long time, yet God's will allows itself 
to be determined by human will, God allows people to accomplish what will cause them even the 
greatest  harm. In His plan of eternity all  changes in the cosmos are established according to His 
wisdom and love. But the scientifically educated human race does not want to know anything about a 
change with inconceivable consequences, and yet it constantly takes place.

F

This change.... an excessively fast rotation of Earth.... will also trigger the natural disaster which has 
been proclaimed by seers and prophets since the beginning of the period of Salvation and which is 
now  revealed  again  through  the  spirit  of  God.  This  process  is  humanly  not  easily  explainable, 
however, simply said, the rotations will increase and stop for seconds, which will manifest itself as 
earthly tremors of such tremendous effect that people will believe that the end of the earth has come. 
No equivalent to it can be found on earth, for it is an expression of power which comes from the 
universe and is unknown to earthly science. The consistency of the stars activates such forces, and the 
interior of the earth will be affected by them and to a certain extent therefore be moved beyond the 
law, which always manifests itself in a destructive manner, yet is sporadically allowed by God for the 
purpose of dissolving even the hardest matter in order to release the constrained spiritual substances 
within. And this act is approaching soon but will only be the spectacle of a few seconds, yet with 
preceding  signs  which  by  themselves  can  already  be  called  catastrophic  because  they  generate 
indescribable panic amongst  people and therefore will  have to  be considered as  being within the 
timeframe of the catastrophe. Nevertheless, everything is eternally predetermined and God's plan will 
come to pass, as it is written....
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Amen

Supplement and explanation regarding no. 4348.... B.D. No. 4355

June 27th 1948

xplain the process to yourselves like this: The faster the earth moves, the shorter the period of 
time it takes for one rotation, and the stronger becomes the atmospheric pressure that is caused by 

its movement. Normally this atmospheric pressure should be felt on the earth's surface, but this is not 
the case. Hence this is already a scientifically unexplainable deviation from the natural laws, therefore 
it follows that the natural laws applicable to earth lose their validity outside of it.

E

Nevertheless, this fast rotation affects the earth's surface insofar as a crust is being formed which is a 
suitable growth medium for vegetation, therefore a continuous habitation of the earth's surface is only 
possible due to its perpetual rotation, due to the generation of a force which affects the ground, that is, 
which does not spread outward and dissipates but works from the outside towards the interior of the 
earth. This force is life-giving but cannot be explained by human intellect, precisely because it arises 
and is effective beyond the law. Were the earth to stop its velocity all life on it would solidify, on the 
other hand, however, an increased velocity would encourage abnormal growth but also penetrate and 
affect the interior of the earth and bring about eruptions which would endanger the earth's core and 
jeopardise its continuation. Such increased velocity is currently happening and its effects will also 
soon become apparent. If the final result is to be avoided the excessive energy has to find a sphere of 
activity.... it has to have an explosive effect in places, which consequently takes the form of a natural  
disaster. This will slightly reduce the speed of the rotations, the newly generated energy will find new 
soil  which  it  can  animate  with  plants  and  animals  and  the  continued  existence  of  earth  will  be 
guaranteed for a brief period of time again,  until  human determination once again triggers forces 
which have not been completely ascertained as yet and which have an all-destructive effect, because 
they can effectively be described as adverse forces, i.e., they work from within towards the outside 
and the opposing actions of both forces signifies total destruction, which can certainly be explained to 
but not understood by people.... Spiritually advanced scientists will easily be able to understand this 
process,  for  they  no longer  look  at  the  activity  of  natural  forces  beyond  the  law with  so  much 
disbelief, because they know that the sphere beyond earth is an area which cannot be fathomed with 
earthly reasoning power, because they are subject to other natural laws than those applicable to earth.

Every celestial body is a world unto itself, and in every celestial body the will of God's love has 
expressed itself differently, because His countless thoughts are implemented by His might and strength 
and every thought testifies to most profound wisdom. According to human opinion such manifold 
diversity of God's creations cannot exist, since the power of imagination is limited, but God's thinking 
is not limited and no obstacles exist for His creativity. The fact that the human being, the inhabitant of 
one of God's countless creations, would be able to completely ascertain God's reign and activity is 
entirely out of the question, for he instantly rejects what appears to be impossible but what is always 
possible  for  God.  Thus,  the  timing of  the  movements  of  earth,  its  path  and its  composition  can 
certainly be calculated and explored, yet only ever as far as the earth's applicable natural laws which 
are known to people form the basis of it. Anything over and above this is beyond his knowledge and 
intellect. But an 'over and above' does exist, or earthly science would be able to accurately determine 
when and in which form as well as for what reason the final destruction of earth will happen. It is  
incapable of establishing this, however, it is not proof that the destruction of earth will not take place. 
Here faith is placed in opposition to science.... anyone who values science more negates what faith 
affirms.... God proclaims the end of this earthly period; He proclaims a total change of the earth's  
surface  along  with  the  disappearance  of  all  life  on,  in  and  above  the  earth....  This  process  is 
completely unknown to science.... hence it is an indication that a supernatural activity caused by God 
will happen; although not beyond natural law from His point of view yet for people who do not know 
all natural laws, all forces to the point that they can indicate and calculate such an event, but that  
investigations also have to be conducted on the basis of faith if they are to produce truthful results. 
Only then will the researcher also receive access to the area which otherwise remains closed to people, 
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then he will be assisted and enlightened by spiritual co-workers, then he will also be able to have an 
insight into God's plan of Salvation, and much will be comprehensible and acceptable to him which 
his intellect would otherwise have discarded....

Amen

Death of a worldly ruler.... Turn of events.... B.D. No. 4493

November 23rd 1948

hen you hear of the death of a worldly ruler you have arrived at the point you can call the 
beginning of the end. Then the world will turn into a place of fire, flames will blaze high, 

unbridled hatred will  rage and humanity will  be gripped by horror as it  sees no escape from the 
inevitable peril.

W
And then I will urge you to speak, for whilst everything is in uproar great calm will take hold of you  

as you clearly realise that the time of My appearance is drawing near, and thus you proclaim it to those 
who will listen to you. People see themselves surrounded by enemies on all fronts and are therefore 
without hope for a peaceful solution. Hence those without faith in the only One Who can help will  
suffer immense fear.

Consequently they will only focus on world events.... People will anxiously attempt to provide for 
themselves  as  they  see  the  approach  of  great  earthly  hardship;  they  will  anxiously  try  to  secure 
worldly goods and prepare for escape even though it seems hopeless to them. Only the faithful remain 
calm, and then I will use these to encourage their distraught fellow human beings who despair in their 
unbelief.  I  attempt to bring Myself  close to them once more,  I  let  My servants talk to them and 
through them I Myself speak words of love and encouragement. I warn them against escape and not 
just to consider their physical well being; I demonstrate the futility of their intentions and admonish 
them to persevere and put their fate in My hands; and thus everything takes it course....

The fire is kindled and people will not extinguish it anymore, I will put it out Myself by opposing it 
with other elements, by confronting those Myself who want to tear each other apart.... And My voice 
will sound from above.... The earth will experience a natural disaster which will tear the fighters apart; 
they will be faced by a power which neither can match.... The process will only take hours but it will  
create  a  completely  new  situation  in  the  world,  totally  changed  conditions  and  an  initially 
uncontrollable chaos, utmost earthly hardship and unspeakable grief and adversity amongst people.

Yet you all must endure this, for the end is approaching and many opportunities for purification still 
need to be created since all people have a shorter lifespan now and need to mature in the shortest 
possible time.... The end is near and as soon as this point is reached you also can, without doubt, soon 
expect the last day and the Last Judgment, so that may be fulfilled what has been proclaimed in Word 
and Scripture....

Amen

'Satan prowls around like a roaring lion....' 'Watch and pray.... ' B.D. No. 4607

April 5th 1949

herever I know a child is in danger My love is willing to grant every help and I will rescue it  
from the control of the one who is My opponent and the enemy of My children. Wherever a 

soul struggles and intends to fulfil My will My adversary's power truly need not be dreaded, for I 
caringly attend to those who push towards Me. And I will not abandon My children in their distress, I  
will erect a wall around them over which no-one will be able to climb unless I open the gate Myself  
and  lead  them to  you....  Satan  prowls  around  like  a  roaring  lion,  seeking  someone  to  devour.... 
Remember these Words and don't be surprised, for the time of the end has come when he knows that 
he has not much time left, and when he makes every effort to achieve My living creation's downfall, 
when he uses means which aim to help him to succeed. How often have I pointed the dangers you are 

W
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in out to you, for a fierce battle will start between the forces of light and darkness. You will all be  
subjected to this battle, but especially those who lead a spiritual life next to their earthly one. For they 
are involved in thoughts of Me and therefore particularly provoke My adversary's hostilities in order 
to stop them. His battle strategy is often successful because he knows people's weaknesses and uses 
them against them in order to overpower them. You humans, however, have unlimited blessings at 
your disposal. You can gain victory over him with My help. Don't fear him but courageously stand up 
to him; know that you are strong and unassailable if you love Me and send a quiet thought to Me that I 
will remain with you in your battle against him.... And he will take flight from you because he cannot  
stand My presence. You are stronger than he is as soon as you enter the battle with Me.... I have no 
share in that which emerges from the nether world. I stay with My children, and even if these children 
of Mine only voluntarily place themselves at the Father's disposal, are obedient to Him, as soon as He 
informs them of His will regarding the work in His vineyard.

I call those My children who recognise the Father's voice and pay attention to His call.... and, if I 
give them a task, who are always willing to stand up for Me, thus to actively teach if I educate them as 
a teacher. Hence, whoever wants to be accepted as My child must also come to the Father like a child  
and get from Him the instructions for his journey through life. And if I then ask that My teaching shall 
be spread when I Myself send My teaching to earth through the voice of the spirit, then this teaching 
must be sacred to him and he must accept and highly value it as the purest truth from the heavens.

In that case, however, it will also always remain the best and most sacred to him which he will no 
longer renounce, because it is strength from above which will also automatically pull him upwards. 
But  to  relinquish  My  gift  very  seriously  violates  the  obedience  owed  to  Me  by  a  child  and 
consequently cannot  be a  blessing either.  And then you will  be able  to  recognise the adversary's 
influence and have to protect yourselves from it. This is why I draw your attention to it and indicate 
the signs by which you will be able to recognise him: he will appear as an angel of light to those 
whose faith is still weak and dazzle them, their eyes will get increasingly weaker and, in the end, no 
longer recognise what is right, because they only too willingly listened to him and let themselves be 
deceived by his mask. However, he will only have control over you if you doubt the pure truth. Then 
he will use your uncertainty and lead you astray.... 'For he prowls about like a roaring lion, seeking 
someone to devour.... ' But you shall watch and pray so as not to fall during the temptation....

Amen

Experiments towards the end of the earth.... Activating forces.... B.D. No. 4731

September 1st 1949

here is a set limit to how far people can go in their conduct towards what My creative spirit has 
brought forth. Thus, as soon as they presumptuously want to change natural creations, every one 

of which was given its purpose by Me, then people's attitude towards Me becomes irrational, they 
underestimate My wisdom and My might, believing themselves able to dismiss both and thereby sin 
against  Me Myself  as well  as against  what  I  have created.  And then the limit  I  have set  will  be 
transgressed,  and  thus  humanity  will  destroy  itself,  because  their  scholars  will  draw  the  wrong 
conclusions and the consequences of their experiments will be disastrous. People believe that they 
have the right to explore everything I kept hidden from them in recognition of their immaturity for 
such knowledge....  The earth in its  core is  and will  remain inexplorable for people until  the end. 
Furthermore, forces of gigantic power are kept bound by Me in the earth's core so as not to endanger 
the earth's continued existence, only that eruptions ensue from time to time to allow these powers a 
brief outburst in order to give spiritual substances capable of development the opportunity to take 
shape above the earth and thus start their path of ascent. These forces unleash themselves with My 
approval, and therefore their effects are intended in My eternal plan of Salvation.

T

The extent of an eruption will always be limited when it happens in accordance with My will, but 
human determination will never be able to stop it, human will can never be the cause of it since no-
one is able to explore cause and effect. Yet in the last days people will presumptuously penetrate the 
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earth  deeply  for  reasons of  research in  order  to  release unfamiliar  energies  with  the  intention  of 
utilizing them profitably, and won't consider the fact that they lack the knowledge and intellectual 
capacity for such experiments.

Hence they will have no respect for My works of creation, they will penetrate an area which is quite 
naturally closed to them and wanting to investigate it can be called an impertinence, from a purely 
earthly point of view. But from a spiritual point of view it will mean entering the territory of the 
lowest  spirits  whose  banishment  I  recognised  as  necessary  and  which  will  then  therefore  be 
unlawfully  invalidated  by people,  that  is  why revoking My eternal  order  will  have unimaginable 
consequences.

Their manipulations will aim to utilise earth forces against which every resistance gives way, and 
which therefore can be used for  all  experiments.  But  people won't  consider  that  these forces are 
capable of disintegrating  everything within their  reach....  they won't  take account  of  their  power 
against which human will and intellect are futile. They will open locks which can never be closed 
again once they have been breached, for the area people want to enter is unfamiliar to them and they 
don't know its laws.... The earth's core cannot be researched in this way and every such attempt will 
backfire, not just on the researchers but on the whole human race.... For the limits I have set may not  
be exceeded according to My eternal order, which always favours progress but never destruction, and 
thus its infringement also has to have the opposite effect!

Satan himself will put these thoughts into the people of the last days, he will urge them to undertake 
this plan, for he knows that the destruction of creation will end the spirits'  progress, which is his 
endeavour in his blind hatred against Me and all spirits striving towards Me. Yet even this plan, albeit 
evil, will be an inadvertent service.... he will fall in with My eternal plan of Salvation.... A new earth 
will  arise  where  the  development  will  continue,  whereas  everything  satanic  will  once  again  be 
banished into its creations....

Amen

A rock will be made to waver.... (Spiritual upheaval).... B.D. No. 5004

November 21st 1950

umanity will experience significant spiritual upheaval to enable it to recognise a misconception 
which,  until  now, it  had endorsed as  truth.  I  will  noticeably  draw people's  attention  to  My 

Word.... I will destabilise a rock.... and people themselves shall be able to decide what they want to 
discard: My Word or an organisation which had established itself as a result of this Word. They will 
only be able to accept one of them, and every person will be free to make his own decision. I will only 
allow this to happen for people's own sake in order to release them from a coercion which enslaved 
their thoughts and will and thus prevented the decision of will, which is the reason for a human being's 
life on earth.

H

I want to make a rock waver.... and once the foundation is shaken the entire structure will crash, i.e. 
people will no longer feel committed but freely think and act at their own discretion. They will no 
longer fear a power supported by God, because only now will they recognise Me, Who is stronger 
than this power and does not support it. It will certainly mean spiritual chaos and at first the error will 
still want to assert itself, but then the truth will flare up like lightning and will clearly highlight wrong 
doctrines.  They  will  not  bear  up  to  truth,  for  messengers  of  truth,  bearers  of  light,  will  appear 
everywhere and be listened to, even though they will attract bitter hostility from the followers of the  
deposed power.

I  Am  revealing  the  forthcoming  event  to  you  humans  and  you  can  expect  it  soon,  however, 
everything will take its time, and this occurrence, too, will point to the approaching end, for seers and 
prophets announced the end of a great city.... It will be a world-shattering event which, nevertheless, 
has a spiritual foundation and is intended to have a spiritual effect. It shall testify of Me before the 
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world Who, as Eternal Truth, will never tolerate untruth and will proceed against it when the time is  
right....

Amen

Large numbers of deaths.... Recalling the weak.... Decision.... B.D. No. 5271

December 13th 1951

nd it will come to pass as I have proclaimed.... A large number of deaths will happen prior to it,  
and you will look upon it as a coincidence, as an accident, you will accept any other explanation 

but the right one, that I Myself recall people in large numbers who would fail in the last battle on this 
earth, who are too weak to offer resistance and who nevertheless shall not fall into My adversary's 
hands either.... For I know the hearts of people and will never ever let anyone become a victim of ruin 
who still carries a small spark of love within himself and can still revive this spark, if not on earth then 
in the kingdom of the beyond, to where My love and mercy also reaches in order to bring help. It will 
come to pass as I have proclaimed. The scale of adversity and unhappiness will be such that everyone 
can recognise the time of the end if he wants to. But there will only be sorrow where My Own can be 
identified, for their sorrow will be caused by their fellow human beings in order to destroy My Own's 
belief in their God and Creator of eternity in Whom they see their Father and to Whom they want to 
remain faithful. My opponent works against Me and uses people belonging to him to accomplish most 
disgraceful actions against My Own.... He wants them to desert Me and thus proceeds by using brutal 
means against which My Own are barely capable of standing up to. Yet the strength of My love 
supports them, the strength of My love prevails, even if My Own outwardly suffer greatest adversity.... 
they remain firm and surmount everything that is hostile, because My strength enables them to do so. 
The time draws to a close....

A

What does not seem believable to you today you will soon experience, there will be a momentous 
change in every respect which will adversely affect all people and demand of all people an attitude 
towards  Me,  the  Creator  and  Provider  of  eternity.  And  this  attitude  can  only  consist  of 
acknowledgment or rejection. That is the decision which will still have to be taken before the end. I 
will powerfully intrude into your thoughts and you can accept Me or reject Me.... yet the decision you 
then make will be for eternity.... And this is why My adversary's evil activity is being allowed, because 
he contributes towards the final decision for Me or for him.... he far exceeds his designated limits of  
authority, he presses My Own extraordinarily hard and gives to his followers in abundance.... earthly 
possessions, honour and fame, and therefore they would rather acknowledge him as their lord and 
renounce Me. Yet I will only allow those who are strong to experience the end, who are and will 
remain faithful to Me and constantly accept My strength of love. However, I will take care of the weak 
by recalling them before the end arrives, so that they will not fall into My adversary's hands and have 
to do penance for an infinitely long time. But those who are strong in doing evil will suffer death on 
the day of Judgment, for they, too, receive My grace often enough yet they take no notice of it and 
consciously join My opponent's camp, and thus they shall also share his fate when the end has come.... 
for everything will fulfil itself which was proclaimed through seers and prophets....

Amen

Witnesses to the end on the new earth for descendants.... B.D. No. 5743

August 9th 1953

ou shall be My witnesses on the new earth, you shall give evidence of Me and My glory, of My 
might and love, for you will experience all these at the end of this earth.... you will see Me 

coming in the clouds in radiant brilliance of My splendour.... you will feel My love when I save you 
from utmost hardship, when I remove you before your fellow human beings' eyes who, with a truly 
satanic  mind,  have  every  intention  to  kill  you.  You shall  experience  the  evidence  of  My power, 
because the last work of destruction on this earth will take place before your eyes. And thus you will  
enter the kingdom of peace with an experience which you are meant to remember in order to bear  

Y
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witness to future generations, to people who will only receive knowledge about the events on the old 
earth on account of your information, so that they, in turn, will pass it on again and thereby uphold the 
knowledge on the new earth for a long time. You shall bear witness to Me and My glory....

A devout generation, faithfully devoted to Me, will indeed populate the new earth, who will not 
doubt My strength and might, My love and perfection. And as long as I Myself can dwell amongst  
them because their faith and love for Me allows for it, it will not be necessary for you to testify of  
your experience.... But as soon as new generations come forth from them they will have to be given 
the knowledge again and the end process of the old earth has to be particularly emphasised, so that 
these new generations will also intimately unite with Me in order to be and remain My children.... The 
living testimony will have a remarkable effect on their hearts, and they too shall proclaim in future 
times what they received from you.... Then faith and love for Me will be upheld for a long time, for a 
long time the human generation will live in peace and unity, in harmony with the Infinite, in constant 
contact with Me, and My spirit will be able to flow into their hearts, they will be able to hear My 
Word and be blissfully happy.

And yet, even this situation will change. At first the influence of adverse powers will be only slightly 
noticeable and then gradually get ever stronger.... For the constrained spiritual substances in creation 
will arrive at the stage of embodiment as human beings once more, and these will have developed in 
different  ways,  so  tendencies  and  instincts  will  surface  in  their  human state  which  require  more 
changes, which will still betray a tiny resistance to Me, and therefore human beings who need special, 
more effective methods of education....  will  live on earth again.  And then it  will  be necessary to 
inform them about what effect a way of life in opposition to Me will have. Then the battle between 
light and darkness will start anew, for the desire for matter will start to grow stronger in people's 
hearts again, they will no longer be able to hear My Word directly, and messengers of My Word will 
speak to them on My behalf. And for the sake of a living message, testimony shall also be given of the 
end of the old and the beginning of the new earth....

And therefore, those of you humans of earth who will experience the end, who will remain faithful 
to Me until the end, will also have a task on the new earth.... to make sure that the knowledge is  
preserved, that the following generation will be able to keep these events in mind, that it  will  be 
inspired to remain in My will, that it will let Me come alive within its heart and always endeavour to 
reach Me....

Amen

Success at the end of an earth-period.... Scientists.... B.D. No. 6081

October 17th 1954

he end of a developmental period will always have come when people have left the divine order, 
in as much as they feel themselves entitled to intervene in God's plan of Creation because they 

don't believe in God as a creative power and deem themselves capable of controlling everything in 
existence themselves.... people certainly received the creative spirit as a birthright from God and can 
considerably increase this  inheritance,  with divine assistance they can also achieve the seemingly 
impossible and still remain within the divine order.... as long as they receive the strength for their 
creativity from God.... But they will instantly step out of this order if all their plans are purely worldly 
orientated....  if  they set  themselves  apart  from God as  the creative  power  and thus  conduct  their 
experiments purely rationally.... if they use the divine creation itself as test objects and thereby turn 
themselves into henchmen of God's adversary whose objective it is to destroy divine creations. At the 
end of an earth period the world is always full of earthly wisdom.... Science believes to have found the 
key to all fields and the spiritual path will only rarely have been taken, which God has indicated in 
order to attain the right knowledge.... Without Him, however, all paths are dangerous, without Him the 
results are doubtful and people more or less enter danger zones, because they are guided by the one 
who does not want progress but destruction.... who lets people believe that they are constructively 
active while they are digging their own graves.... and contribute towards the ruin of the old earth. For 

T
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the apparently scientific progress is his work, the work of God's adversary, he impels people into 
extreme intellectual activity without divine support. They will harness natural forces yet in a different 
way than is intended by God's will.... They will leave the divine order and the consequences of this 
will reveal themselves.... God, however, has foreseen humanity's will and activity since the beginning 
and therefore keeps referring to what will come to pass time and again, for He knows when and where 
the consequences of human thought and activity will express themselves.... He informs people about 
their wrong thinking and wants to persuade them to entrust themselves to  that power which stands 
above everything.... He wants to warn them of His adversary's influence.... He wants to advise them to 
remain within the divine order.... He considers those who acknowledge Him as God and Creator of 
eternity and enlightens them about Himself and His opposing power....

Amen

Cosmic phenomena.... B.D. No. 6313

July 16th 1955

ery soon you will know for certain that something is taking shape in the cosmos, for unusual 
events will worry you humans because you will be unable to find an explanation for them. Many 

speculations will surface, many opinions will meet with conflicting notions, yet only those people's 
points of view come close to the truth who suspect a connection between that which was proclaimed 
in Word and Scripture,  which people were told by seers and prophets at  all  time....  Anyone with 
spiritual vision can find an explanation for all events, for everything has a spiritual meaning and is 
intended to fulfil a spiritual purpose: to draw people's attention to their actual purpose of life so that 
they prepare themselves for the imminent Judgment.... And science, too, will support this, for it will 
discover the unusual changes in nature first, the cosmic happenings, which will confound them, and 
the significant appearances which they will not be able to explain due to lack of knowledge. They will  
observe and marvel but they will not accept the only true answer that the earth will be shaken to its  
foundations, which could indeed be caused by these phenomena. They won't want to believe it and 
will therefore always argue against it if the Scriptures, the ancient prophecies, are pointed out to them,  
if  they hear the opinion of the believers  or if  the messengers  of My Word proclaim to them the 
approaching end.... And therefore it will be difficult to make the intervention on My part plausible to 
worldly people, because an attempt will be made to explain everything in a purely scientific way. And 
only a few will become aware of these unusual phenomena and therefore ever more assuredly draw 
people's attention to the end.

V

And I will so evidently support their words of admonition and warning that even the scientists will  
apprehensively  admit  their  lack  of  knowledge....  And they  will  discover  a  star  which  will  come 
constantly closer to the vicinity of earth and which will  apparently take an irregular course....  By 
observing its path their attention is drawn to ever new peculiarities.... And they will recognise it as a  
danger to earth.... and at the same time they won't want to believe in its destruction because it will 
never before have been experienced....  But I will  allow it  to happen, because My eternal plan of 
Salvation necessitates something extraordinary which still intends to benefit humanity.... and because 
it shall be an warning sign of the work of destruction which will follow soon afterwards and which 
will bring this period of Salvation to conclusion.... The more the end approaches, the greater will be 
the irregularities which people will experience, because they are meant to take notice and begin to 
wonder about the correspondence with that which is quoted by the believers as the Word of God, as 
predictions by seers and prophets, and endorsed as truth.... And now My spirit also proclaims through 
My servants on earth the near end again and My loudly resounding voice of thunder  before this 
event.... and these very phenomena will bear witness of the truth of My Word.... Pay attention you 
humans, and just look at everything as indications of the end, which I give to all of you so that you do 
not fall prey to ruin, for everything that happens is so important that it would be able to convince you 
if you were of good will.... The time is fulfilled and the end is near....

Amen
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With the Lord a thousand years are as one day.... B.D. No. 6479

February 18th 1956

nfinite periods of time will still pass by until all works of creation, the whole material world which 
shelters unredeemed spiritual substances, can be dissolved.... until everything of a material nature 

has spiritualised itself.... until everything that had become imperfect has achieved perfection again.... 
Infinite periods of time will pass by.... But with the Lord a thousand years are as one day, for He exists 
for ever and ever, to Him any length of time is like an instant.... Yet for the imperfect spiritual being it  
takes infinite periods of time until it reaches perfection again, but then the time of retransformation 
will also seem to it like an instant. And thus you humans can rest assured that the earth, too, will 
continue to exist for an endless time in order to serve its purpose of helping people to attain childship 
to God; you can believe that time and again people will populate this earth and that therefore an 'end' 
of the creation work Earth cannot be spoken of yet.... However, you can just as confidently believe 
that the earth will time after time change itself again, i.e., renew itself, that it will have to be repaired 
time and again in order to comply with its task, and that this will repeatedly take place after certain 
periods of time, although the process of development will be far from completed and you cannot speak 
of an end of the world....  if  you thereby understand the complete cessation of all  earthly-material 
creations. As yet countless spiritual beings are still waiting for salvation, only a very small portion of 
the once fallen spirits have been redeemed and returned to God.... As yet the greater part is still subject 
to judgment, i.e., it is bound in all kinds of creations.... And all these bound substances must still reach 
the stage as a human being and be allowed to embody themselves as a human being on earth.... And 
this is why the earth will repeatedly arise anew once such a developmental period begins to slow 
down.

I

But the emergence of a new earth always signifies the total transformation of the earth's surface, an 
end for the people inhabiting the earth.... apart from a few whose earthly process resulted in their 
maturity.  And this  is  why humanity also has to be informed of an approaching end, it  has to  be 
explained to them what it entails because they don't want to and cannot believe in a termination of the 
entire  creation  of  the  world  and  you  will  be  unable  to  refute  their  arguments  against  it....  It  is,  
however, irrelevant for people as to whether an 'end of the world' is possible.... They shall only get 
used to the idea that their end is imminent, that this planet earth will go through a transformation to 
which people will fall prey, even if it still takes forever until the earth has one day spiritualised itself 
completely.  As yet this  point in time has not arrived and yet the human race is  facing its  end.... 
because  an  orderly  continuation  of  development  for  the  spiritual  beings  on  earth  necessitates  a 
disintegration  and renewed transformation  of  the  creation  and this  will  always  take  place  within 
certain periods of time. This knowledge can only be spiritually conveyed to people and will therefore 
find little credence. And it will be even less believed the closer it gets to the end, because people's 
ignorance is also a sign that the souls' higher development on earth begins to falter, that people no 
longer reach the degree of maturity they are intended to and would be able to reach.... or they would 
understand God's plan of Salvation. For an infinitely long time to come the earth will still remain a 
place of education for the lowest fallen spirits, but it will always have to be repaired anew in order  
achieve the maturing of the spiritual substances in accordance with the divine plan of Salvation. Time 
and again new human generations will populate the earth, for God Himself will lead the people to the 
newly-formed  earth  from  whom  such  generations  shall  arise....  who,  at  the  end  of  a  period  of 
Salvation, are close to their perfection, so that every epoch will start again in utmost harmony with 
God and striving for unity with Him, and that then it will also be guaranteed that people will reach 
perfection and return as blissfully happy and illuminated spiritual beings to their Father of eternity....

Amen
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Battle of faith - Antichrist.... B.D. No. 6758

February 10th 1957

he closer the end, the fiercer will the battle between light and darkness rage.... However, you will  
not experience the full horror of the battle until it turns against My followers, when it is planned 

to banish the faith in Me in Jesus Christ,  when the act of Salvation will  become My adversary's 
target.... when people will be demanded to openly confess their faith and brutally forced to renounce 
it. Only then will the hardship and adversity start, the time I have promised My Own I will shorten.... 
And then My adversary's fury will become obvious, for people will lose their inhibitions, nothing will 
hold them back because they will be incited by Satan and shall completely submit to his will. Let it be  
said that there is not much time until this battle of faith, but that it will be preceded by an immense 
crisis on earth which, however, will come from a different source.... It is My will that it shall fall upon 
people so that they can already prove or even strengthen their faith. Precisely this crisis, which will be 
inflicted on humanity through a natural disaster of huge proportions, will be used by many people as a 
reason to already take action against the faith, because now more than ever they will doubt a God and 
Creator Who Himself destroys what He has created. However, anyone who knows the truth will also 
have a correct explanation for everything, and then he can inform his fellow human beings of this 
truth too. Then the ensuing battle of faith can even result in a strong faith in them, which subsequently  
will withstand all the threats the believers will be exposed to.

T

However, the fact that most people will no longer have a living faith is My adversary's doing, who 
therefore will not cease to work against Me and the truth, and he will be far more successful with 
people than the representatives of the pure truth, the true representatives of Christ's teaching.... For 
they rarely will be believed, but My adversary can offer people what he wants.... it will be accepted. 
And that is why it will already have to be clarified in advance, everyone will have to openly and freely 
declare whether they are for or against Me.... Everyone will have to make this decision within himself 
during the coming time of need which comes upon earth due to My will, for when I speak through the 
forces of nature everyone will have to choose: to call upon Me for help or to entirely isolate himself 
from Me.... which is the same as turning to My adversary.... Following this, however, the decision has 
to be taken again publicly: when it will be demanded of you humans in the last battle of faith on this 
earth to testify of Me in Jesus Christ or to deny Me.... But then you, who were instructed in the truth  
by Me Myself, will know that the end has come.... Then you will know that I will shorten the days for  
the sake of My Own, that I will come Myself to help them and release them from their suffering.... 
that I will gather them from this earth and take them to a place of peace, before I carry out the work of 
destruction, which will mean the end of all created beings on this earth....

If only you would believe what I have announced to you time and again.... the conditions on earth 
should prove My adversary's rage to you already, because he knows that he is running out of time. 
And the fact that he is raging and the earth is populated by his own kind can be recognised by all of 
you and should make you think. Every day is still a blessing for people, for even the most depraved 
person still has the opportunity to change and gain faith in Me before the end.... because I will try 
everything to still snatch souls from My adversary before the end. And anyone with faith in Me will be 
blessed, but the unbelievers will have to share the fate of him whom they followed voluntarily.... And 
you will not go short, even if everything you need to live will be taken away from you.... As soon as 
you  believe  that  I  Myself  will  take  care  of  you,  who  are  persecuted  for  My  name's  sake,  My 
adversary's measures need not frighten you.... For what they take away from you, you will receive 
from Me again, although in a different form, but you will not need to starve for I Myself will satisfy 
your hunger.... For 'behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into 
barns; yet your Heavenly Father feedeth them....

Remember  these  Words,  remember  that  He  Who  created  everything  will  truly  also  be  able  to 
maintain what He has created.... and that He will surely do so when His Own suffer adversity. But the 
time will come when people will try to force you with most brutal measures to forsake your faith....  
and anyone of weak faith will not be able to endure these measures.... Severe tests of faith will be 
imposed on you, but I want to prepare you precisely for this time, then you will be able to be a shining  
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example to your fellow human beings, you will be able to demonstrate to them what a firm faith can 
accomplish: that you live despite the fact that everything you need to live will have been taken away 
from you....

Seek always only the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and everything else will be added to  
you. And this promise will then be visibly fulfilled on My Own, on those who stand up for Me and My 
name before the world, who do not fear the earthly power because they feel safe under My protection.  
And only then will it become evident who has a living faith, and there will only be few. Then the 
structures which were built on sand.... which were not built on the rock of faith on which I built My 
church, will collapse too.... It will be a difficult time which no-one would be able to survive had I not 
conveyed the truth to earth in advance, which is an explanation of everything and which alone can 
result in a strong faith.... But error will not give anyone the strength to persevere, and only where there 
is love, can strength of faith also be found.

An extraordinary person will offer himself as a visible cover to My adversary, and this person will 
then instigate the last conflict on earth. Pay attention to this and you will know that the hour of the end 
is very near.... But also pay attention to My messengers from above who will appear at the same time 
in order to guide you with their light, which you should follow.... Pay attention to all of those who 
spiritedly announce My Word and join them, so that the small flock will stay together, so that they can 
constantly  get  light  and  their  faith  can  steadily  grow stronger....  But  to  all  these  I  promise  My 
protection, My Fatherly care and My blessing....

They need not fear to fall prey to this brutal power, for I Myself will come to get them as soon as My 
adversary goes too far, as soon as even My Own are threatened by grave danger.... For this reason I 
will shorten the days, so that My Own will be able to endure and not weaken in view of the measures 
of persecution. But since I can still see a possibility to save individual souls I will also hold My hands 
protectively over those who represent Me before the world, so that the former can gain strength from 
them, so that a Power will be recognised which is stronger than earthly power.... And therefore I will 
also take extraordinary care of My Own, and despite adverse measures they will survive physically 
and spiritually.... And all this will happen soon.... What you cannot suspect today will happen then, but 
that is why already I draw your attention to it, and you, who are taught by Me, also know why it will 
happen....

The spiritual hardship on earth is evident to you as well, and by the signs of the time you will be  
able to identify the time on the world's clock.... But once this battle of faith flares up you need only  
expect a very short time, because everything will take place especially fast.... For the man chosen by 
My adversary as cover will not have a long life-span, and his regime on earth will not last long. He 
will  be  recognisable  by  his  supernatural  abilities,  for  he  will  be  exceptionally  endowed  by  My 
adversary, and that is why he will work for him and his plans. And even if the whole world pays 
homage to him, you will recognise and see through him.

But then you will have to be very careful and should not deliberately endanger yourselves due to 
excessive zeal.... Then you will have to be as cunning as serpents and as gentle as doves.... But when 
the decision is demanded of you, then you must stand your ground and firmly trust in Me and My 
help.... for no matter how powerful people are, they cannot match My might and a wisp of breath from 
Me would suffice to destroy them.... And thus I will also call a stop to it when the hour has come. I 
will bring those to Me who are in utmost earthly distress but place the oppressors themselves into 
chains, for the time will be up, a period of redemption will come to an end and a new era will start so 
that the deliverance of all spirits can continue....

Amen
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Everything that happens serves to perfect the soul.... B.D. No. 7162

July 8th 1958

here is purpose and reason in everything that happens, because everything depends on God’s will 
and is  therefore  also  wisely  considered  by Him and arranged by His  love  in  a  manner  that  

benefits the soul of the human being. The decisive factor is always the effect on the soul, which can 
certainly be negative if the person’s will so decides, but it is always possible to be positive too. The 
body often has to accept various kinds of suffering and ailments; but as long as the soul’s spiritual  
development is progressive these afflictions are insignificant, because they only last a limited time, 
whereas the soul’s state of immaturity can last for an eternity and will cause it appalling torment in the 
spiritual kingdom. The human being should always be conscious of the fact that God’s love, wisdom 
and  power  determines  his  destiny,  that  nothing  happens  to  anyone  arbitrarily,  that  nothing  is 
coincidental, that a kind, devoted Father at all times wants to help His lost child to find its way back to 
Him.... And therefore the human being should at all times call upon God as his ‘Father’ and thereby 
show Him that he wants to return to Him. He should always humbly accept God’s will, even when he 
has to carry a cross which appears to be almost unbearable, because Someone will come to his aid and 
carry his cross with him, if only He is asked to do so.

T

But whatever the human body endures in this life will be gratefully understood by the soul one day, 
when it can leave the body in order to enter the kingdom in the beyond in a pure and clear state. 
Although divine love wants to spare every living creature suffering it cannot be avoided because the 
human  being  on earth  does  not  consider  his  soul  enough to  do  whatever  it  takes  to  remove  its  
impurities.  And thus  help  is  needed which is  frequently painful  but  which nevertheless  promises 
success.  But the certainty that everything is  God’s will,  Who is  love Himself,  should enable you 
humans to bear everything with greater ease and it should be a comfort to you too that you are never  
left to your own devices, that there is always Someone Who cares about your spiritual maturity and 
wellbeing. And He will never allow that anything should happen to you without reason and purpose, 
because  His  love,  wisdom and power  is  limitless,  and His  love  and wisdom will  forever  be  the 
decisive factor when His will and His power express themselves.

For this reason every minute can be of benefit to you, you can derive spiritual achievement from 
every experience, from every event, from every physical adversity which you encounter. Because as 
soon as you learn to view it as a means of help for the maturing of your souls you will also do 
whatever it takes to help the soul to mature. Your cross will soon be taken from you, since it is only a  
burden to you until it has served its purpose. If, however, you want to live your earthly life entirely 
without suffering, you will also have to be pure love.... and only few people will reach a level where 
their souls will purify themselves through love. More often than not they will require suffering as a 
means of help, because the time of their earthly life is only short and yet should yield the greatest 
possible perfection for the soul. Hence you should bless the suffering too, surrender to it and thank 
your Heavenly Father for His love for you, which only ever wants the best for you....

Amen

Revelation 16, 18.... Star.... B.D. No. 7421

October 3rd 1959

 violent quake will shake the earth.... spiritually as well as physically the earth will be faced by a 
tremor the likes of which will never before have been experienced by people since the start of 

this epoch....  But this is predicted because it is the beginning of the end that will follow not long 
afterwards. There is not much time left and your attention will ever more urgently be drawn to it, 
because you should still make use of every day by helping your soul to mature, for time flies and you 
are approaching the very end with giant strides. And then a long night for all those who did not take  
advantage of the day in order to work for the salvation of the soul will follow. For only a few will  
survive this last end and be allowed to occupy the new earth, only a few will stand firm in the last  
battle on this earth. The signs of the end will be presented to you humans time and again, and the last  

A
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powerful sign will be the great quake. .... You have already been told how it will come about: a star 
will  leave  its  orbit  and with  gigantic  speed head for  the  earth....  And the  fact  that  you are  still  
uninformed of it is due to the great distance this star will still have to cover before it comes into the 
field of view of those who will detect it. But then the anxiety will be great, for everyone will realise 
the danger in which the planet 'earth' is in but no-one will be able to do anything in order to ward off  
the danger.... And now that you know of it you should make especially good use of this last brief 
period of time, for none of you know whether you will survive the event, none of you know which 
part of the earth will be particularly affected and no-one should count on being spared, for it is God's 
last great wake-up call before the end which He will resound in order to find belief in this very end 
and still convert a few who are not yet entirely enslaved by the adversary.

Do not consider these predictions lightly, do not let yourselves be misled by the apparent work of 
progress which you can observe in the world,  but understand that the shadows of destruction are 
already emerging, that not much time will elapse until you receive knowledge of the approaching 
disaster in the form of a star which will be hurled from its orbit, because it is God's will that the earth  
shall be stricken by a tremor which shall and will be able to save people who are of good will. There  
will really not be a lack of signs of the near end, but this last sign will have enormous consequences 
and many people will lose their lives in the process.... And no-one will be able to turn a deaf ear, for it 
will be too powerful as not to affect all people. Only the results will differ, for people will either partly 
revive their weak faith and hand themselves over to God again, but partly even lose their weak faith as 
well and completely turn to the adversary, which will be expressed by an increased pursuit of material 
possessions, mostly by dishonest means. And there will be great hardship amongst people.... And that 
is when the right strength of faith will prove itself,  which will signify help for every person who 
faithfully entrusts himself to God. For He will help all those who want to be His Own, who even in  
their greatest affliction remember the One Who alone will be able to help them. And this will be the  
start of the time when real vineyard work must still be carried out in order to help all those who are  
still weak in spirit and who shall experience a strengthening of their faith. For it will be followed by 
the time of the last battle of faith which will still require a final decision by the believers, yet anyone 
who perseveres until the end will become blessed....

Amen

About the Last Judgment and the new earth.... B.D. No. 7425

October 9th 1959

ou cannot truly imagine in what way the Last Judgment will proceed; suffice it to know, that it is  
only a short action where everything will fall prey to its huge power of destruction, and that you 

will then have no more time to change your thoughts and intentions, because everything will happen 
rapidly and leave you no time to think.... You will be judged at a moment’s notice, i.e. whether you 
will enter into life or death within a very short time.... Those of you who remain loyal to Me until the 
end will be carried away, the others will be devoured by the earth, which denotes their souls’ new 
banishment into hard matter. Only people who still have a small glimmer of faith in God will have the 
strength to call upon Me in the last moment and still  be saved by being spared the fate of a new 
banishment, albeit they will not belong to the flock of the raptured. Nevertheless, their share will be an 
easier fate, since they will be granted another embodiment as human being in which they should and 
will be able to prove themselves because the time on the new earth will be free from the adversary’s 
temptations, who will be constrained for a long time, as it is written....

Y

And that is an exceptional act of grace which, however, will only be taken up by a few, for humanity 
is completely subject to My adversary at the end, and a person will only seldom detach himself from 
his restraints in view of the Last Judgment.... which will be dreadful. For all human beings face an 
appalling physical death, yet before they can spend much thought on it, it has already happened.... And 
My Own will  witness this  event,  because I  want  them to get  to  know My might  and glory,  My 
righteousness and My wrath towards the sinners and testify to it as long as they live. For they will  
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become  the  root  of  the  human  race  on  the  new  earth....  The  event  of  the  rapture  is  equally 
unimaginable  because  it  happens  in  a  way  that  defies  all  laws,  and  never  before  has  it  been 
experienced on earth that human beings were lifted up and taken away in their living bodies.... that I 
move them unharmed into a divinely beautiful region, from where they will then be brought back to 
the new earth, as soon as it is created in accordance with My Will.

I will not require time for this, because all spiritual substances are just waiting to be placed into 
works of creation which correspond to their degree of maturity in order to continue their  path of 
development.... Human eyes do not see the act of creating the new earth, therefore it is not necessary 
to observe a specific duration of time for the sake of people.... And the people who are raptured lack 
all sense of time, so that they are unable to ascertain what time it takes to create the new earth.... Yet 
My might is unlimited and will reveal itself in the formation of the new earth, for this will show new 
creations which you humans cannot imagine but which will highly delight you, who may experience 
this earth.... It is truly a paradise on earth.... For My Own remained loyal to Me during the battle of 
faith  and  shall  receive  their  reward  for  their  loyalty....  All  human  beings  could  experience  this 
happiness if only you would use the short time until the end well. But you do not believe and don’t do 
anything  to  improve  your  soul’s  maturity,  and  therefore  everyone  will  receive  the  reward  he 
deserves.... a blissfully happy life in the paradise of the new earth or new banishment in the creations 
therein, so that after an infinitely long time you may once again live as a human being on earth for the 
purpose of a final test....

Amen

Renewed banishment is the result of spiritual death.... B.D. No. 7591

April 30th 1960

piritual death necessitates banishment into matter, that is: a spiritual being having succumbed to 
death, which remains in a lifeless state, must be engendered into hard matter again in order to 

slowly return to life. As long as there is still a small spark of life within the spiritual being everything 
will be attempted in order to guide it further towards life, and this can certainly be successful so that 
the being will then be spared being banished into matter, and it will nevertheless slowly come alive, if 
only after an infinitely long time. But there is also a possibility that the being will become completely 
paralysed, that it will descend ever more into the abyss.... which many souls in the beyond allow to 
happen.... Then the spiritual substance of this being will be dissolved and once again placed into hard 
matter.... into the creations on earth. And it will have to travel a tremendously painful path in order to  
come back to life again. And people on earth can similarly descend in their spiritual state in the last 
days; they can keep striving towards the abyss of their own free will, they can completely commit 
themselves to the lord of darkness and, as his followers, descend into utmost darkness themselves.... 
And then it will also be necessary to dissolve the souls into countless minute particles and to place 
them into the creations again, they will have to take the path of higher development through untold 
forms once more until they awaken to life all over again.... And this low spiritual level has occurred; 
during the last days spiritual death is unmistakable and everything is being done on earth as well as in 
the beyond in order to stimulate individual sparks of life, in order to strengthen existing life and to 
prevent it from falling prey to death. For it is a time of infinite torment which the spiritual being will  
have to endure if it is banished into matter again. And God's love and mercy also applies to what has 
descended to the lowest point and wants to protect it  from this fate. However, where the spiritual  
being's free will opposes Him God's plan of Salvation has to be carried out, after which a renewed 
banishment into matter will be unavoidable.

S

Were people to have precise information about this they would truly do everything in their power in 
order to escape spiritual death.... But they do not accept the knowledge of it, they don't believe in a 
continuation of life, they don't believe in a justification before God and neither do they believe in a 
God and Creator Who will demand accountability from them one day.... Their 'Ego', however, cannot 
cease to exist anymore and its abode will be appropriate to its state, and although it will no longer be 
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conscious of itself in a state of death it will nevertheless feel the agony of its captivity, since it was 
originally created as a free spiritual being. Even so, in its lifeless state it cannot be placed where life 
exists because it had voluntarily chosen a state of death and its will was subsequently complied with. 
Free will, however, is a state of beatitude and the bound state is a state of torment.... And as a human  
being the soul chooses its own state. And God's love and wisdom allows it to keep its freedom but  
helps the human being in every conceivable way to attain eternal life.... just as He will grant His help 
again through a banishment into matter so that what is lifeless can awaken to life again one day. And 
God's love applies to all once fallen spiritual beings, it also follows them into the abyss and helps 
them ascend again.... but it is particularly active during the time when the being has regained its self-
awareness and free will.... during the time as a human being.... so that it will then change its initially  
still  dead state into a state of life.  But the human being's free will  remains untouched, it  will  be 
respected,  and this free will  determines whether the being will  lose its external form for good or 
whether the form will become solid again.... so that it will return into hard matter once more. Then the 
being will have fallen prey to spiritual death and it will take an infinitely long time until it once again 
receives the grace of embodiment as a human being where it can acquire life for itself....

Amen

End of a period of Salvation and start of a new one.... B.D. No. 7756

November 26th 1960

here will be no spiritual change during this period of Salvation anymore. People have lost faith in  
Me, and even if My Gospel is spread throughout the world there will only ever be a few who 

accept it; yet increasingly more will fall way whose belief was just a conventional faith and who only 
need an incentive in order to cast it completely away when a decision of faith is demanded of them. 
Only a small flock of people have a living faith, who establish the contact with Me in their hearts.... 
only a few people associate with Me like children associate with their  father,  who therefore also 
always  experience  My  evident  help  when  they  encounter  difficulties  and  who  thus  will  also 
passionately endorse Me because they are inwardly convinced,  thus  have a  living faith.  And this 
number will not get much larger.... The battle of faith, however, which will be waged everywhere and 
the beginnings of which are already noticeable everywhere, will merely reduce the number of the 
faithful, for then everyone will be willing to surrender Me for the sake of earthly gain, and they won't 
muster the courage to fight for Me because they are lacking living faith.  And thus the earth will  
ultimately no longer fulfil its purpose of serving the souls to attain spiritual maturity.... Most people's 
earthly progress is in vain because it does not lead to the souls' maturity, which is the reason why they 
live on earth.... Nevertheless, the spiritual beings' development has to continue.... And therefore the 
earth will have to be restructured so that it will be able to be and remain a place of education for the 
spirits, as it is intended to be....

T

Consequently, this period of Salvation will come to an end and a new era will start. New creations  
will  shelter  the  spiritual  substances  whose  development  was  prevented....  which  necessitates  a 
dissolution of these creations so that the bound spiritual substances can be set free and placed into new 
forms again.... And so people, too, ought to take an impending end into account and those who failed 
on earth will have to be banished into creation again, into the hard matter on the new earth. And if  
people cherish the illusion that humanity's spiritual attitude might still change on this earth, that they 
will come to believe in Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation and in this belief live a different way of  
life with spiritually orientated intentions and aspirations, then it will remain the wishful thinking of a  
few people which will never materialise. For My adversary is in authority which people themselves 
had granted him; and his activity will so get out of control that he will have to be bound.... and for that  
reason alone an end will have to come, so that his activity will be stopped or no-one would be able to 
become blessed anymore.... And this time has been referred to ever since the beginning of this period 
of Salvation; and no matter how far away these announcements seem to you humans.... one day even 
the future will  become the present,  and that has to be said to you time and again. This is why a  
spiritual  change  must  come,  however,  not  on  this  earth  anymore  but  in  a  world  of  peace  and 
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happiness.... A new developmental era will start with spiritually highly evolved human beings, whom I 
will remove from this earth due to their loyalty of faith and lead back to the new earth again.... And 
then a spiritual change will have taken place and people will live in peace and harmony again.... in 
constant contact with Me, their God and Creator, and the blessed beings in My kingdom. For then love 
will reign again on Earth, My adversary will no longer be capable of influencing the people on the 
new earth, for he will be bound for an infinitely long time.... until people themselves loosen his chains 
and enable him to exert his influences once more. But prior to that there will be a long time of peace 
and happiness....

Amen

2 Peter 3:10.... B.D. No. 8066

December 21st 1961

he day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night....  the day when I will reveal Myself to 
humanity with a voice of thunder which will be heard by everyone and which no human being 

will be able to avoid.... For sooner or later the act of transforming the earth will have to take place, 
sooner or later order must be established once again; the earth must again become a place of education 
for the souls which should mature fully and reach perfection.  And this  day has been planned for 
eternity, My plan is based on the fact that a transformation like that will occur one day because the 
human race itself will provide the reason for it.... which was certainly recognised by My wisdom.... 
And thus My power will also implement the plan and you can expect this day with certainty.... it will  
bring one period of Salvation to an end and a new one will start, as it is proclaimed in Word and 
Scripture.... Time and again I point this out to you, but since you humans don't believe, since you don't 
take My Words seriously, it will take you by surprise, for even if My adversary reigns on Earth in the 
last days, even if he brings people so completely under his control that they lose all faith and in the 
end are true devils which oppress My Own and cause them utmost distress, they will nevertheless be 
equally horrified when My Own are lifted up before their eyes and they realise that they cannot be 
saved anymore, that they will fall prey to an act of destruction themselves, that there is no way out 
anymore and that the earth will devour them.... For there is no other way to purify the earth; all living 
creations will have to be dissolved and the spiritual substances within be placed into new forms.... a 
comprehensive cleansing work has to take place so as to re-establish order, which will also guarantee 
progression for the spiritual beings and which will completely exclude My adversary's activity for a 
period of time, on account of which he and his followers will be constrained for a long time.

T

This day of the end is proclaimed to you humans over and over again, yet only a few believe in it  
and even these few have no idea how close it is.... yet I will repeat My admonitions and warnings until 
the end, until the end I will address everyone and draw your attention to it, and until the end every one 
of you will still have the opportunity to avoid the horror of this end.... And therefore don't pity those 
who leave you, whom I take from this life prematurely.... don't pity them, for their fate is better than 
yours who live until the end and don't believe.... They still have the opportunity to attain light in the  
beyond, but the former continue to descend ever deeper, for I know that they would also choose the 
path to the abyss in the kingdom of the beyond, that they would not make use of the blessings of an  
early death; after all, I know the state of every soul and accordingly also shape its earthly destiny. And 
even if it is difficult to believe in an end of this earth, people will nevertheless have no excuse for they 
should only live righteously, then their end will not result in their banishment into hard matter, then 
they will either belong to My Own, whom I will return to the new earth, or they will still be recalled 
before and then they will not go astray either.... But it is better that they prepare themselves for an 
approaching end, that they take the possibility into account of being suddenly faced by an act of 
destruction from which there will be no more escape.... Anyone who reflects on these thoughts just 
once  will  certainly  also  find  the  path  to  Me,  to  the  Creator  of  heaven  and  earth,  Who brought 
everything forth from Him and therefore can also destroy everything again.... And I would like to 
rescue all of you from ruin; consequently I will bring the final work of destruction on earth home to  
you time and again .... And anyone who believes will not have to fear this day either, for he will 
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prepare himself, and even if he is still weak and not perfect, he will nevertheless find a merciful Judge 
Who will not condemn him but help him attain eternal life....

Amen

The earth's last hour.... B.D. No. 8071

January 2nd 1962

nd the last hour of the world's clock comes constantly closer.... These Words don't mean much to 
you humans for you don't believe that you are so close to the end.... And for your sake I cannot 

give you compelling evidence of this for your fear would render you incapable of fulfilling your 
earthly task. And thus you may or may not believe it, and your nature will be in accordance with this 
unbelief when the hour has come. For My plan has been determined for eternity, and profound love for 
My living creations made Me decide on this plan in all wisdom and will also determine Me to bring it  
to fruition because the time is fulfilled. My Nature is forever unchanging, and what I once foresaw as 
being necessary and successful for the beings which are still separated from Me I will also carry out 
and not allow people to make Me change My plan, since it was based on humanity's will which I have  
eternally foreseen as no longer capable of change on this earth. I do not plan and act arbitrarily but 
immeasurable love and wisdom determine Me in everything that happens. Hence there is no reason 
why I should refrain from implementing My eternal plan of Salvation, for I can see every situation 
clearly and therefore know that nothing will be gained by changing or deferring My plan of Salvation.

A

You humans must bear in mind that you truly have had enough time at your disposal and yet those of 
you who do not believe in Me have not changed. ....Even if you had far more time at your disposal you 
would  still  not  change,  hence  a  postponement  of  the  end  would  be  completely  ineffective  and 
pointless and would even put My Own at risk of falling prey to My adversary as well if I do not 
constrain him as it is intended.... You really ought to grant Me supreme wisdom and profoundest love, 
then you will no longer appeal to Me for preventing the end of this earth, then you will expect the 
coming time with complete trust in My love which shall protect everyone who wants to belong to Me 
and which will truly also use its might when My Own need help in any adversity. Even if you humans 
don't want to believe that your time is nearing its end you should at least consider the possibility that 
you suddenly will be recalled from earth; for you know that you cannot prolong your own life and that 
you don't know when your last day will come. Just consider that you cannot stop death and think what 
will happen to your soul, which is immortal, which is your real Self whose fate you decide yourself 
during your earthly life.... But you do not even believe in your soul's continuing existence, and as a 
result of your unbelief you are in serious trouble for it will not stop Me from carrying out what is 
proclaimed in Word and Scripture.... For the time is fulfilled and everyday is still a blessing which you 
can use if only you are of good will.

However, don't put your hope in false prophets who deny an end, who believe that they can change 
My mind, for they do not speak in My name but are the instruments of the one who wants to keep you 
in  spiritual  darkness  and who therefore  wants  people  to  believe  that  they  have  unlimited  time.... 
People would rather believe these false prophets and only ever seek fulfilment by enjoying a good life 
but fail to consider their souls whose existence they doubt or deny. And it will come to pass as it was 
foretold.... I Myself will come in the clouds in order to fetch My Own before the work of destruction 
of the old earth begins.... Not one stone will remain on the other, for the earth will have to be renewed. 
A new earth will arise, a paradise-like creation which will accept all immature spiritual beings again 
which were released at the destruction of the old earth and require new forms once more in order to 
continue to mature fully. And this new earth will be inhabited by those who had remained true to Me 
until the end....  For they will have reached the degree of maturity which allows them to enter the 
sphere of light and therefore they will also be allowed to inhabit the paradise which will truly be the 
same state of beatitude for them as if they had entered My spiritual kingdom without their physical  
shell. Yet they shall serve Me as the root of the new human race....
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A new period of Salvation can only start with spiritually mature human beings who will also help all 
still  constrained  spirits  within  their  environment  to  speedily  achieve  maturity,  who  have  such  a 
heartfelt bond with Me that they will also teach love to their children and children's children and bear 
witness to their God and Creator's glory, and thus the release from the form can progress quickly 
because I will dwell amongst them in the living Jesus.... Because all people who will then inhabit the 
new earth will  also entrust  themselves  to  their  divine Saviour  and Redeemer Jesus  Christ  and in 
awareness of the original sin also consciously take the path to Him and therefore all resistance will  
have been broken, for then every person will consciously take the path of return to Me so that I Myself 
can be present to him since his great love for Me will allow it. Hence this will be the thousand-year 
kingdom in which the victory over Satan will be evident, for he cannot and will not oppress anyone 
anymore since all have entirely freed themselves from him and achieved the return to Me, leaving him 
unable to enter My kingdom until even this blissful time will gradually change again.... until people 
once again show an inclination towards matter and thereby release the chains of My adversary.... who 
is lord over matter.... and his influence markedly manifests itself again.... Yet before this time comes to 
pass many souls will have entered My kingdom in a completely redeemed state.... I will have been 
able to reap a good harvest, and then the battle with My adversary for the souls will start again.... Yet I 
will be victorious and time and again wrest souls from him and reduce his follows who represent his 
power.  And time and again  he  will  contribute  towards  the  fact  that  the  redemption  of  the  fallen 
spiritual will continue. For I will never surrender what is Mine, even if it takes eternities.... one day it 
will return to Me and then remain united with Me forever....

Amen
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